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If you ally infatuation such a referred The Distant Echo Val Mcdermid book that will allow you worth, get the certainly best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to humorous books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are then
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book collections The Distant Echo Val Mcdermid that we will no question offer. It is not a propos the
costs. Its roughly what you need currently. This The Distant Echo Val Mcdermid, as one of the most functioning sellers here will unquestionably
be in the course of the best options to review.

The Wire in the Blood Minotaur Books
Forensic evidence leads to places a Scottish
cop never expected in “a thriller as steely
and superlative as its heroine” (O, The
Oprah Magazine). When a teenage joyrider
crashes a stolen car and ends up in a coma,
a routine DNA test reveals a connection to
an unsolved murder from twenty-two years
before. Finding the answer to the cold case
should be straightforward. But it’s as
twisted as the DNA helix itself. Meanwhile,
Inspector Karen Pirie finds herself
irresistibly drawn to another mystery that
she has no business investigating, a mystery
that has its roots in a terrorist bombing
two decades ago. And again, she finds that
nothing is as it seems. From a Diamond
Dagger Award-winning author, Out of Bounds
is a riveting cold case novel starring
detective Karen Pirie, who’s been described
by the Associated Press as “a formidable
character worthy of her own series.” “I
would like to see a great deal more of DCI
Pirie.” —Irish Times
A Place of Execution Washington Square Press
A Scottish journalist is drawn into a world of corruption, terror, and
murder in the new novel by “one of crime fiction’s most eminent
writers” (Entertainment Weekly). The year started badly and only got
worse—blizzards, strikes, power cuts, and political unrest were the
norm. For investigative journalist Allie Burns, however, someone
else’s bad news was the unmistakable sound of opportunity
knocking, and 1979 is ripe with possibilities. But Allie is a woman in
what is still a man’s world. Desperate to get away from the “women's
stories” the Glasgow desk keeps assigning her, she strikes up an
alliance with wannabe investigative journalist Danny Sullivan. From
the start, their stories create enemies. First an international tax fraud,
then a potential Scottish terrorist group aiming to cause mayhem
ahead of an impending referendum. And then Danny is found
murdered in his flat. For Allie, investigative journalism just got
personal. The debut of an intense new series, 1979 is an atmospheric
journey into the past with intriguing insight into the present, from a
Diamond Dagger winner and multiple Edgar Award finalist. “The
queen of psychological thrillers.” —Irish Independent “There are few
other crime writers in the same league.” —The Washington Post
Rabid Minotaur Books
A Scottish police inspector deals with forgeries and

false identities in a new murder mystery in the
“superior series” (The New York Times). When a
lobster fisherman discovers a dead body in Scotland’s
Firth of Forth, DCI Karen Pirie is called into
investigate. She quickly discovers that the case will
require untangling a complicated web—involving a long-
ago disappearance, art forgery, and secret
identities—that seems to surround a painter who can
mimic anyone from Holbein to Hockney. Meanwhile, a
traffic accident leads to the discovery of a skeleton in
a suburban garage. Karen has a full plate, and it only
gets more stressful as the man responsible for the
death of the love of her life is scheduled for release
from prison, reopening old wounds just as she was
getting back on her feet. From a Diamond Dagger
Award winner and multiple Edgar Award finalist, Still
Life is a tightly plotted mystery featuring an
investigator “whose unwavering confidence is
tempered by a strong dose of kindness and sense of
justice” (Booklist). “There are few other crime
writers in the same league.”—Maureen Corrigan, The
Washington Post
Splinter the Silence HarperCollins Canada
A killer targets single women at weddings: “[An] intense
plot⋯McDermid keeps each twist believable.” —The Washington Post
In the north of England, single women are beginning to disappear from
weddings. A pattern soon becomes clear: Someone is crashing the
festivities and luring the women away—only to leave the victims’ bodies
in their own burned-out cars in remote locations. Psychologist Tony Hill
and former police detective Carol Jordan are called upon to
investigate—but this may be the toughest case they’ve ever had to face.
Meanwhile, Detective Sergeant Paula McIntyre and her partner Elinor
must deal with a cruel cyber-blackmailer targeting their teenage ward.
Impeccably plotted and intensely gripping, Insidious Intent comes from
Val McDermid, Diamond Dagger Award winner, multiple Edgar Award
nominee, and “one of crime fiction’s most eminent writers”
(Entertainment Weekly).

The Mermaids Singing HarperCollins UK
A chilling, high-velocity thriller featuring psychologist Dr. Tony
Hill and detective Carol Jordan from the international bestselling
crime writer. Tony Hill has had a good run. He and detective
Carol Jordan have put away scores of dangerous criminals at a
rate that colleagues envy. But there is one serial killer who has
shaped and defined their careers, and whose evil surpasses all
others: Jacko Vance, ex-celebrity and sociopath whose brilliance
and utter lack of remorse have never left Tony’s mind in the ten
years since his imprisonment. Now Jacko has escaped from
prison—even more twisted and cunning than before, he is focused
on wreaking revenge on Tony and Carol for his years spent
behind bars. Tony and Carol don’t know when Jacko will strike,
or where. All they know is that Jacko will cause them to feel fear
like they’ve never known. An utterly gripping tour de force, The
Retribution is the ideal introduction or re-introduction to the
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world of Tony Hill and Carol Jordan. It is an unforgettable read. “I
love every word Val McDermid writes. If you haven’t discovered
her genius yet, you are in for a rare treat.” —Harlan Coben
Cross and Burn Atlantic Monthly Press
Manchester's answer to Kinsey Millhone investigates what
happens when an Englishman's home is not
The Torment of Others HarperCollins UK
A modern retelling of Jane Austen's classic novel finds bookish minister's
daughter Cat Morland joining her well-to-do friends in Edinburgh and falling
for an up-and-coming lawyer who may harbor unsettling secrets.
The Distant Echo Grove Press
Unmarked graves are found on the grounds of an old orphanage in this
“riveting” British crime thriller by an Edgar Award finalist (Publishers
Weekly, starred review). With profiler Tony Hill behind bars and Carol
Jordan no longer with the police, he’s finding unexpected outlets for
his talents in jail and she’s joined forces with a group of lawyers and
forensics experts looking into suspected miscarriages of justice. But
they’re doing it without each other; being in the same room at visiting
hour is too painful to contemplate. Meanwhile, construction is
suddenly halted on the redevelopment of an orphanage after dozens of
skeletons are found buried at the site. Forensic examination reveals
they date from between twenty and forty years ago, when the nuns
were running their repressive regime. But then a different set of
skeletons is discovered in a far corner—young men from as recent as ten
years ago. When newly promoted DI Paula McIntyre discovers that
one of the male skeletons is that of a killer who is supposedly alive and
behind bars—and the subject of one of Carol’s miscarriage
investigations—it brings Tony and Carol irresistibly into each other’s
orbit once again in this masterfully plotted novel by “the queen of
psychological thrillers” (Irish Independent).
The Skeleton Road Europa Editions
The first novel by “master of mystery” (The New York Times) Walter
Mosley, featuring Easy Rawlins, the most iconic African American
detective in all of fiction. Named one of the “best 100 mystery novels
of all time” by the Mystery Writers of America, this special thirtieth
anniversary edition features an all new introduction from the author.
The year is 1948, the town is Los Angeles. Easy Rawlins, a black war
veteran, has just been fired from his job at a defense factory plant.
Drinking in his friend’s bar, he’s wondering how he’ll manage to
make ends meet, when a white man in a linen suit approaches him and
offers him good money if Easy will simply locate Miss Daphne
Money, a missing blonde beauty known to frequent black jazz clubs.
Easy has no idea that by taking this job, his life is about to change
forever. “More than simply a detective novel…[Mosley is] a talented
author with something vital to say about the distance between the black
and white worlds, and with a dramatic way to say it” (The New York
Times).
Proving Ground Minotaur Books
This "cunningly plotted" (New York Times) thriller is coming to
Britbox this October! Bestselling, award-winning author Val
McDermid delivers her most stunning story yet in The Distant
Echo--an intricate, thought-provoking tale of murder and revenge. Four
in the morning, mid-December, and snow blankets St. Andrews
School. Student Alex Gilbery and his three best friends are staggering
home from a party when they stumble upon the body of a young
woman. Rosie Duff has been raped, stabbed and left for dead in the
ancient Pictish cemetery. The only suspects are the four young students
stained with her blood. Twenty-five years later, police mount a cold
case review. Among the unsolved murders they're examining is that of
Rosie Duff. But someone else has his own idea of justice. One of the
original quartet dies in a suspicious house fire and soon after, a second
is killed. Alex fears the worst. Someone is taking revenge for Rosie
Duff. And it might just save his life if he can uncover who really killed
Rosie all those years ago.
The Retribution Minotaur Books
Lindsay Gordon investigates the murder of a bestselling author and discovers
that, beneath the glittering facade, the London publishing world is a hotbed

of seething rivalries, soured relationships and desperate power plays. Fifth in
the series. Why would anyone want to kill Penny Varnavides, bestselling
author of the 'Teen Dreams' series? Her demise can't be the freak accident it
first appeared -- it's an exact replica of the murder method in her forthcoming
book. Only three people knew the plot of Penny's unpublished novel: her
literary agent, her editor and her ex-girlfriend Meredith. In an effort to clear
Meredith, Lindsay Gordon delves beneath the glittering facade of the
seemingly glamorous world of London publishing in search of a murderer.
While hobnobbing with industry notables, Lindsay encounters an unsavoury
mix of soured relationships, desperate power plays, underhanded fraud, and
seething rivalries. Who, amongst this sordid group, wanted Penny Varnavides
dead?
Val McDermid 3-Book Crime Collection: A Place of Execution, The Distant
Echo, The Grave Tattoo Atlantic Monthly Press
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of Murder "This offering in
the British Library Crime Classics series is part of a popular subgenre of the
time, called the 'railway murder mystery.' The train setting was ideal for
encasing a wide variety of people in one place, giving them myriad chances
for meetings and murder." —Booklist On a dark November evening, Sir
Wilfred Saxonby is travelling alone in the 5 o'clock train from Cannon
Street, in a locked compartment. The train slows and stops inside a tunnel;
and by the time it emerges again minutes later, Sir Wilfred has been shot
dead, his heart pierced by a single bullet. Suicide seems to be the answer,
even though no reason can be found. Inspector Arnold of Scotland Yard
thinks again when he learns that a mysterious red light in the tunnel caused
the train to slow down. Finding himself stumped by the puzzle, Arnold
consults his friend Desmond Merrion, a wealthy amateur expert in
criminology. To Merrion it seems that the dead man fell victim to a complex
conspiracy—but the investigators are puzzled about the conspirators' motives,
as well as their identities. Can there be a connection with Sir Wilfred's
seemingly untroubled family life, his highly successful business, or his high-
handed and unforgiving personality? And what is the significance of the
wallet found on the corpse, and the bank notes that it contained?
Report for Murder Open Road + Grove/Atlantic
Powerful and atmospheric psychological thriller from the multi-award-
winning Val McDermid: 'McDermid's capacity to enter the warped mind of a
deviant criminal is shiveringly convincing' The TimesSOME THINGS JUST
WON'T LET YOU GOThe past, for instance. That night in the cemetery.
The girl's body in the snow, her blood scarlet against the white ground... Four
a. m. on a freezing Fife morning and four drunken students stumble upon the
body of a woman lying in the snow. Rosie has been raped, stabbed and left
for dead in an ancient Pictish cemetery. And the only suspects are the four
young men now stained with her blood. Twenty-five years later the police
mount a 'cold case' review of Rosie's unsolved murder and the four are still
suspects. But when one of them dies in a suspicious house fire and another in
a burglary gone bad, it seems that someone is pursuing their own brand of
justice. For the remaining two there is only one way to avoid becoming the
next victim -- find out who really killed Rosie all those years ago...

Transgressions Harper Collins
Dr. Tony Hill and Detective Chief Inspector Carol Jordan return
in the award-winning series that is the basis for the BBC
television show. In a small grim room, the body of a woman is
discovered, panic and pain etched in her face. The scene matches
in every detail a series of murders two years ago-murders that
ended when irrefutable forensic evidence secured the conviction
of a deeply disturbed young man named Derek Tyler. But there's
no way Tyler could have killed the latest victim. He's been locked
up in a mental institution since his trial, barely speaking a word.
So is there a copycat? All his years of experience tell top criminal
psychologist Dr. Tony Hill that there isn't-but that would make
the murders literally impossible. While Hill tries to crack Tyler,
DCI Carol Jordan and her team must mount a desperate
undercover operation to trap the murderer-a decision that will
have terrible consequences. In The Torment of Others, Val
McDermid keeps the tension mounting, as a mixture of
psychological insight and dogged detective work leads inexorably
to a terrifying climax where Tony faces one of the most perverse
killers he has ever encountered.
Northanger Abbey Minotaur Books
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This was the summer he discovered what he wanted--at a gruesome museum
of criminology far off the beaten track of more timid tourists. Visions of
torture inspired his fantasies like a muse. It would prove so terribly fulfilling.
The bodies of four men have been discovered in the town of Bradfield.
Enlisted to investigate is criminal psychologist Tony Hill. Even for a
seasoned professional, the series of mutilation sex murders is unlike anything
he's encountered before. But profiling the psychopath is not beyond him.
Hill's own past has made him the perfect man to comprehend the killer's
motives. It's also made him the perfect victim. A game has begun for the
hunter and the hunted. But as Hill confronts his own hidden demons, he must
also come face-to-face with an evil so profound he may not have the
courage--or the power--to stop it... The Mermaids Singing is a chilling and
taut psychological mystery from Val McDermid.

Distant Echo Sourcebooks, Inc.
"A must read. I couldn’t put the sucker down."—Stephen King
Nathaniel Dresden never really got along with his father, an
infamous civil rights lawyer who defended criminals and
spearheaded protest movements. As an act of rebellion, Natty
joined the U.S. Army and served in Iraq, coming back with a
chest full of commendations and a head full of disturbing
memories. But when his father is found murdered near the
peaceful confines of Brooklyn’s Prospect Park, Natty is forced to
deal with the troubled legacy of their unresolved relationship. He
also has to fend off the growing suspicions of NYPD Detective
Lourdes Robles, a brash Latina cop with something to prove, who
thinks Natty might bear some responsibility for his father’s death.
Though truth be told, the list of people—cops and criminals—who
wanted David Dresden out of the way is long. The search for
answers leads Natty and Lourdes into an urban labyrinth where
they must confront each other—and the brutal truths that could
destroy them both. Proving Ground, New York Times bestseller
and Edgar Award winner Peter Blauner’s first novel in more than
a decade, is a sweeping crime novel, an intricate story about the
quest for redemption, and a vibrant portrait of contemporary New
York City, all told in Blauner’s singular voice.
Val McDermid 3-Book Thriller Collection: The Mermaids Singing, The Wire
in the Blood, The Last Temptation (Tony Hill and Carol Jordan)
Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
Psychologist Tony Hill and ex-DCI Carol Jordan—the UK crime fighting
partners from the TV series Wire in the Blood—face down a serial killer.
International bestselling crime writer Val McDermid’s work speaks for
itself: her books have sold millions of copies worldwide, won numerous
accolades, and attracted a devoted following of readers around the globe.
Cross and Burn picks up where The Retribution left off: following the best
crime-fighting team in the UK—clinical psychologist Tony Hill and police
detective Carol Jordan—who when we last saw them were barely speaking,
and whose relationship will now be challenged even further. But just because
they’re not talking doesn’t mean the killing stops. Women are being
murdered—ones who bear an unsettling resemblance to Carol Jordan. And
when the evidence begins to point in a disturbing direction, thinking the
unthinkable seems the only possible answer. Cornered by events, Tony and
Carol are forced to fight for themselves and each other as never before.
“McDermid is as smooth a practitioner of crime fiction as anyone out there .
. . She’s the best we’ve got.” —The New York Times Book Review
Laidlaw Minotaur Books
When clinical psychiatrist Charlie Flint is sent a mysterious package of
press cuttings about a brutal murder, it instantly grabs her attention.
The murder occurred on the grounds of her old Oxford college—a
groom battered to death just hours after his wedding. As Charlie delves
back into the closeted, mysterious world that is academic life at
Oxford, every step she takes toward the truth is a step closer to danger.
Insidious Intent Grove Atlantic
First in the popular series featuring Lindsay Gordon, a self-proclaimed
'cynical socialist lesbian feminist journalist' with a penchant for hanging
around police interrogation rooms under suspicion of some crime or other.
Still Life Minotaur Books
Twenty-five years after an unsolved rape and murder, four friends,
having been falsely accused of the crime, find themselves targeted by

someone who still believes that they are guilty, prompting a search for
the real killer.
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